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ABSTRACT 

Internet Protocol Version 6 has become the new trend in Internet as its predecessor Internet 
Protocol Version 4 started its exhaustion since 2011. With the rising traffic of IPv6 all devices 
building the Internet has been upgraded or rebuilt to support the 128-bit address. But as the 
number insists there are numerous addresses in the space. Because of that and as it is still young 
to production environment there are huge number of security vulnerabilities in IPv6. Even 
though there are great quantity of vulnerabilities, we cannot avoid using IPv6 because of the 
addressing issue arising for newly connected devices and services. Therefore, we have to use 
IPv6 with precautions and the best precaution we have today is to deploy an Intrusion detection 
or prevention system in the network. When dealing with IPS/IDS solutions there are good 
competitive players in commercial network security world but almost all costs in huge amounts. 
Therefore, the best solution is to develop a suitable Free and Open Source Software to act as an 
IPS or IDS. This thesis aims on developing such a system with totally free and cost effective 
way. For this objective, main issue was there are no good single IDS application that totally 
supports every security feature. In IPv4, one of the best IDS/IPS FOSS systems is Security 
Onion Linux based Distribution, it is maintained by a company called Security Onion Solutions 
and currently it has a high number of user based community. Security Onion runs under an 
Ubuntu/Debian based environment and it makes the users more attracted to Security Onion as, 
handling Ubuntu operations are easy than other Linux operating systems. Also because of its 
big community, problems arising while operations can be easily solved. Security Onion has a 
fully effective detection rule base due to its community. Therefore, this thesis aims at enabling 
Security Onion with IPv6 and fine tuning it. Security Onion uses Snort as one of its IDS engines 
and I will be targeting Snort for the ease of development and as it is already supporting IPv6. 
Even though Snort has the support, other components in Security onion specially the 
applications used to process alerts and do the reporting are yet not available in IPv6 mode. Also 
because of the lack of IPv6 detection rules new rules based on ICMPv6 was created. But for 
logging and reporting new system is introduced in the thesis using log analyzing tool ELK stack 
based on ElasticSearch and Kibana. During the process many problems were faced as most of 
the components pre-installed in Security Onion is not supporting IPv6 and as the developers 
are also masking IPv6 addresses to 0.0.0.0 to avoid detection of other traffic. As its flexibility 
in handling big data many specific visualization charts and graphs can be created in Kibana 
allowing fully user made graphing. Therefore, when Analyzing dual stack systems ELK stack 
was every efficient and cost effective as it detects threats belonging to both versions. 

Keywords: IPv6 IDS/IPS, ELK stack, Security Onion, ICMPv6, Snort rules 
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 

Today Internet has two main paths, namely Internet Protocol version 4 and Internet Protocol version 6. 
With the exhaustion of IPv4 addresses in Internet Assigned Numbers Authority(IANA) in 2011 [1] [2] 
all five Regional Internet Registries (RIR) begin to start their own exhaustions. The Figure 1 shows the 
decrease path of IPv4 addresses of RIR’s. 

 

	

Figure 1: IPv4 Exhaustion as of January 2017, source: ipv4.potaroo.net 

 

 

Because of this addressing issue Internet Protocol version 6 started to immerge after its 
introduction a decade ago [3]. According to Internet Corporation For Assigned Names And 
Numbers (ICANN) the body behind Internet Addressing, all major networks supports IPv6 as 
of February 2017 [4].  

 

While most of the major ISP’s started deploying IPv6, in Sri Lanka all ISP’s upgraded their 
Backbones during past few years. Few started giving IPv6 to public. Figure 2 shows the 
distribution of IPv6 among Sri Lankan Network Operators as of February 2017 and Figure 3 
shows how the world uses IPv6 according to google statistics and Figure 4 shows how Sri Lanka 
reaching IPv6 Internet. 
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Figure 2: Sri Lankan ISP Ipv6 Capability, Source: APNIC (February 2017) 
  

 

Figure 3: World IPv6 Statistics, source: https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html 
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Figure 4: Sri Lanka IPv6 Adoption as of March 2017, Source: 
https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html 

 

As Internet Protocol Version 6 is getting higher in usage and with the introduction of Internet 
of Things and mobile IP addresses, the security aspect is also rising. Also many service 
providers are migrating from IP version 4 to IP version 6 with dual stack capability. 

Therefore when considering the security perspective, with the up rise of  IPv6, many 
commercial multilayer security devices which were fine tuned for IPv4 are now been developed 
to detect IPv6 [5] [6] [7], but still fail doing it effectively equal in both versions [8]. 

 

Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), also branded as intrusion detection and prevention system 
(IDPS), is the network security segment that monitor network happenings for malicious actions. 
The main roles of intrusion prevention systems are to detect malicious activity, log data about 
this action, try to block/break it, and inform it. When considering open source IDS/IPS solutions 
which are IPv6 enabled, Snort1 and Suricata2 heads the race, but still there are lots of 
undetectable IPv6 traffic going through them. Even though these tools are very much good in 
detecting IPv4 threats, due to transitional errors in security detecting methods IPv6 threats are 
still unseen. 

There are lots of version 4 security rules but they fail when used to detect version 6 traffic. As 
there are certain differences between these two versions, security implications are inevitable 
and therefore many fresh studies are done for securing native IPv6. 

But in a dual stack environment as shown in Figure 5, application can access the network 
through both versions. Therefore, as we find IPv4 security rules already in IDS/IPS systems it 
is efficient to make them effective for IPv6 traffic. Then these rules also can be tested against 
native IPv6. 

 

																																																													
1 Snort is an open-source, free and lightweight network intrusion detection system (NIDS) software for Linux 
and Windows to detect emerging threats. [10] 
2 Suricata is a high performance Network IDS, IPS and Network Security Monitoring engine. [41]	
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Figure 5: Dual Stack Implementation, Source: http://www.whatismyipaddress.com 

 

1.2 Research Question 
 
Many current multi-layer threat detection systems fail to detect IPv6 traffic correctly and 
therefore the requirement for such mechanism is crucial. This research is to identify common 
risks occur because of IPv6 networks and build an open source IDS/IPS based on existing freely 
available IPv4 signatures and threat anomalies. 
 

1.3 Significance of the Research 
 

Problem identified is about the limitations of the IPS/IDS systems when analyzing IPv6 traffic. 
As IPv6 will be the future of the Internet, it is a great need creating a system that can detect 
network threats with good efficiency. Also it is significant to realize that there can be numerous 
vulnerabilities in IPv6 plus associated attacks are still mainly hypothetical. For the reason that 
IPv6 has yet been implemented in minor and naively, but technically, in almost all systems, 
there have been a lesser amount of published actual breaches. It’s thinkable that roughly some 
of the attacks that we are acquainted with or by other security investigators are not efficient in 
exercise. If nothing else, they work for an unproven implementation and warning to us all 
beforehand IPv6 security becomes the standard. 

 

1.4 Scope and Objectives 
 

The main objective of this thesis is to build up an open source IPS/IDS solution which will 
detect IPv6 traffic alerts and to visualize the detected attacks. During the process scope will be 
to enable an existing Linux Security Distribution - Security Onion [9] to detect IPv6. Doing so 
main focus will be on the IDS engine Snort and the reporting framework of Security Onion. 

Snort Engine is currently built with IPv6 support [10] and  I will be creating several ICMP 
version 6 [11] based rules to detect attacks. Also as Security Onion distribution currently not 
supporting IPv6, my objective is to enable IPv6 alerts in security onion by introducing a new 
reporting tool. But this will not focus on moving all tools in Security Onion to IPv6.  
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1.5 Limitations and Assumptions 
	

	

As IPv6 deployments are still very fewer in Sri Lanka as an initial setup design, finding will 
only be limited to the networks belongs to Lanka Education And Research Network [12]. 
Because of the number of threats can be numerous, I will look only specifically on ICMPv6 
and DDOS attacks in this study. Also it is not assumed that IPsec is fully implemented on the 
systems. During the evaluation, new system is compared with a commercial UTM device which 
supports IPv6. But as the detection rules are different on both engines, Snort and Commercial 
Device, the signature results cannot be compared completely. Therefore, it is assumed that if 
snort detects an ICMPv6 and the Commercial device also detects, then snort ICMPv6 detection 
is a success. 

 

 

1.6 Structure of Thesis 
	

Second chapter of this Thesis will describe and contrast the previous work and literature 
found on IPv6 security and IDS/IPS solutions. It will discuss the current trends on the field of 
IPv6 Security and as this thesis focus on developing a system that detects IPv6 Chapter two 
will provide a great insight on the background. 

Third chapter will discuss the design of the proposed system and how it is implemented. This 
chapter may get in to details of highly technical aspects of IPv6 IDS/IPS development as well 
as the installation processes in Linux environments. Also it will describe how alerts are being 
visualized in the new system and how to create and populate new data tables. 

On Forth chapter, the results have been discussed in the primary installation and a simple 
comparison has been done with a commercial UTM device with the limitations mention in 
section 1.5. 

On the fifth chapter it is concluded the final results and have discussed the possibilities of 
deploying the system effectively in production environment. Also the future work are also 
discussed. 

Bibliography, the referred, cited documents and related work have been listed on the next 
chapter. 

Finally, Annexure with relevant documents used or assisted in the thesis process is amended 
at the end of the thesis. Partial sample source codes are also amended.   
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Chapter 2 -  Review of Related Literature 
 
There is various research done for IPv4 security and IPv6 security separately. But very few 
address on transition or migrated rules. A paper by Convery & Miller, 2004 [13] on IPv6 and 
IPv4 threat comparison undoubtedly pointsout that without clear understanding of IPv6 security 
in Networks may end up in difficulties in smooth transactions, and this will require great 
training and skill. In Identifing threats most engineers rely on IDS and if these IDS cannot 
identify threats correctly then again we are on trouble.  
 
According to Convery & Miller, Migration of IPv6 to a dual stack environment will increase 
the threat index and therefore we need to idenfity which threats we are facing. They also discuss 
about the best practices of implementing a dual stack network from the Cisco background [13]. 
Convey & Miller insists that some of the main concerns for placement of a dual-stack Internet 
facing edge are guaranteeing that we have a good configuration modification control and 
monitoring for our firewall and internet router.  
 
Thinking of an example, the configuration of the IPv4-only cisco firewall in a test lab may get 
just over 100 lines. But when IPv6 is included, the configuration is doubled. Just like in any 
other device, as the soze of the configuration escalates, so does the coincidental  error. Addind 
that with the fact that these hosts now have two separate protocols on which they can be attacked 
as well as a lack of IPv6 support in current security proficiency, and the chance that the enemy 
will find a new way into our network with IPv6 increases. 
 
Even with the introduction of IPv6, traditional virus in no way changes. E-mail based viruses 
or those that infect removable media remain as anyone would expect. But, worms or viruses 
and intruders that use some ways of Internet scanning to find defenseless hosts may involve in 
major barriers to promulgation in IPv6. Therefore, further research is essential to identify how 
important  change this would be or what methods the worm writer could engage to improve its 
propagation efficacy. Anyhow it would seem that a SQL slammer-type worm would be far less 
operative in an IPv6 background because of its incapability to find hosts to contaminate and 
thus its incapability to bring about the flooding consequence. 
 
In the RFC 7123 published by Gont & Liu in 2014 specifies the implications of IPv6 on IPv4 
Networks and it discuss the methods of filtering the traffic. It also point out the situation occure 
when there is a tunneling mechanism is present [14].  
 
Journal Article on IPv6 Security by Harith A Dawood in 2012 states about the variuos security 
holes in IPv6 such as multicast vulnerabilities, extension header vulnerabilities, fragmentation 
vulnerabilities, etc [15]. The article concludes by mentioning the importance of effective 
IDS/IPS as the protection against several threats are essential. Also he talks about IPsec 
availability in IPv6 and how administrators misuse it in configuring. 
 
The IPsec packet format in IPv6 is mostly the same as in IPv4. Figure 6 shows an IPv6 packet 
where Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) protocols are 
used. IPv6 AH and ESP extension headers are used to provide authentication and confidentiality 
to IPv6 packets [3]. 
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Figure 6: IPv6 Header with IPSec 
 
In the paper, IPv6 Security Issues by Samuel Sotillo states the issues as Denial of Service 
attacks, Malicious code Distribution, Manin-the-middle attacks, Fragmentation attacks, ARP 
poisoning and ICMP redirect as well as port scanning to be the most identifierable threats [16]. 
Also dual stack issues are highlighted as some of the potential vulnerabilities. This paper is 
totally focused only on threat types and there is no relavent facts on how to detect them. But 
this provides more insights on ipv6 security issues. 
 
By the paper IPv6 Security Challenges published in Computer Magazine Volume: 42, Issue: 2, 
Feb.2009 authors shows the effects had on public networks because of the NAT in IPv4 
addressing [17]. They spoke about the overhead arised on devices because of the NAT, also 
they agree on NAT is not a security mechanism. They points out that the IPv6 neworks will 
provide ene to end connectivity to users and this will deinitely bring lot of security issues. 
 
Paper IPv4/IPv6 security and threat comparisons by Emre Durdagi and Ali Buldu ponts out the 
common threats both versions are faceing [18]. They points attacks related with sniffing, 
flooding, application layer centric, rogue devices and Man-in-the-middle attacks to be common 
in both versions while Reconnaissance attacks, IPv6 routing headers attacks, ICMPv6 and 
multicast attacks, Secure Neihbor Discovery protocol related threats and threats related with 
transition mechanisms are IPv6 threats. This paper clearly shows how IPv6 can be dangerous 
because of its hugh address space. 
 
In the article IPv6 security threats and possible solutions by Zagar Drago and Kresimir Grgic 
describes the possible solutions to several IPv6 related threats [19]. From this article I can get 
some key points to this thesis as it describes effects on transition mechanisms and generals ways 
detecting them. 
 
Migration methods and counter-measures are again discussed on the article by John M Chasser 
in 2010 [20]. On his article transitional methods and their implications are stated and highly 
recommonds IPv6 security training for archtects and engineers to overcome security 
implications. When considering traffic for both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols requires inspection by 
intrusion appliances and firewalls.  
 
This may necessitate use of multiple appliances each with specific rules, or single appliances 
running both stacks and inspection of all traffic. A major security concern from a standalone 
site’s perspective is ICMPv6 filtering. ICMPv6 messages can be broken into two basic types: 
informational and error. Error messages should pass through filtering devices while 
informational messages are dropped as policy allows. ICMPv6 cannot be completely filtered 
and filtering these messages could result in connection failure problems. These ICMPv6 
message should be secured via the SEND protocol [21]. 
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For this theses, Security Onion distribution [9] will be used and the developing community of 
the distribution confirmed via email that still their distribution is unable in detecting IPv6 
correctly(Annexure  A). According to the community some parts of Security Onion, Specialy 
the IPS engine Snort is capable of detecting IPv6 but yet as a whole Security Onion lacks 
reporting IPv6 related alerts [22]. Figure 7 an image published by SANS organization also 
illustrate it. In the figure it is clearly visible that the Source and Destination IP addresses and 
port details are not available. This is because the current data schemes do not support IPv6 data. 
According to the community those details are saved as integer values on a mysql database where 
the integer equilent of an IPv6 address cannot be accomodated on that fields. Therefore it is not 
shown or shown as 0.0.0.0. 
 

 
Figure 7: IPv6 wrong detection in Security Onion, Source:www.sans.org 

Also Security Onion utilizers a security monitoring tool named “Sguil” to inspect deep in to 
packets [23]. But currently it is not supported for IPv6 Traffic, Annexure B shows a mail 
conversation between myself and the core developer of Sguil, Bamm Visscher. According to 
Bamm they are not going to upgrade Sguil in near future to support IPv6. Therefore, I had to 
look for other options bypassing Sguil. First thought was to upgrade Sguil myself, but Bamm 
insists that it will not be possible for me to do it alone. Then the next was to redirect detected 
rules to a new system.  

When considering the alert process in Security Onion it uses snort one of their IDS engines 
and according to snort manuals it currently supports IPv6 [24]. But those IPv6 alerts are not 
correctly shown in “SO” because of the issues mentioned earlier with Sguil. But between the 
snort and Sguil there is a data spooler called Barnyard2 [25]. According to Barnyard2 
manuals it currently supports IPv6. But I may need to recompile it as the version installed in 
Security Onion does not come with IPv6 support. 
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Chapter 3 -  Research Design 
 
This thesis bases on enabling IPv6 on the Linux distribution - Security Onion (SO) which 
delivers a lot of tools for network security [9], but main area of interest is Snort, the IDS/ IPS 
engine of SO. Snort is a free IPS and IDS with open source, is proficient in performing packet 
recording and real-time traffic analysis of  IP networks [10].  
 

3.1 Security Onion 
	

Security Onion is an Ubuntu based Linux distribution containing a set of specific tools for 
security including Snort, Bro, Suricata, Sguil, Squert, Xplico, NetworkMiner and others [10]. 
These tools were developed and maintained as independent decision-making tools by separate 
developers and are freely available under GNU license. But because of the highly specific 
nature, not all Linux distributions have these tools in their repositories, also their installation 
from the source code may also be difficult. Therefore, the latest version of Security Onion 
solves this problem very efficiently and successfully by letting the users access these individual 
tools in a one place.   
 
 

3.2 Information Collection 
 

 
Figure 8: Data Capture Setup 
 
Current real statistics of IPv6 traffic are collected from the University of Kelaniya where I am 
employed and a test bed was created on a virtual environment with Security Onion installed to 
check the existing ability in detecting IPv6. As shown in Figure 8 a commercial firewall – 
Check Point 4800 is currently installed on the network and Check Point IPS reports are 
collected for the real traffic also for the references.   
 
 

3.3 Data Analysis 
 
Once the Security Onion and Check Point reports are compared and contrasts to find the 
capability of IPv6 detecting in real environment. Priority was given to the ICMPv6, DHCPv6 
and Unusual traffic generated to single destinations. 
 

3.4 Design of Proposed System 
 
Once the required detection patterns are identified, the corresponding IPv4 rules are 
transformed into IPv6 detectable form. While doing this, limitations of database occurred, 
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which Security Onion was recording IP addresses as in its full decimal value form and then 
converting that number to the traditional address form at the retrieval. So if we put a IPv6 
address which is extremely bigger, the data field gets overflowed.  Therefore, alert storage of 
Security Onion needed to be changed to match IPv6 traffic, but due to dependencies such as 
MySQL not having a data type which can facilitate 2128 number, it was not possible. 
 
Fine tuning existing Snort detection rules was done according to continuous testing and 
comparison with the commercial IPS distributions. New Rules had to be created to detect 
ICMPv6. 
 
In Snort, rules used are in simple and easy to understand  rule language. Typically all rules are 
crated on a single line [24]. Each of these rules have two sections, first is the “rule header” and 
the second is the “rule options”. The rule header, contains the rule's action, protocol , source IP 
address, destination IP address and net masks ,the source and destination ports details. 
 
The later part of a rule, rule option contains alert messages and data on where the inspection 
have to be done on packet segments. 
 
Snort Rule have actions with 8 functions; “alert” which will produce an alert expending the 
selected alert scheme, and log the packet then “log” where packet will only be logged, “pass” 
that is to ignore the packet flow, activate where an alert is made and then another dynamic rule 
will be turned on, “dynamic” is a rule which remain idle until it is activated through an activate 
rule, then it will act as a normal log rule, next “drop” rule will block any requests and pacet will 
be logged. “Reject” is a rule where it blocks and logs the packet send a TCP reset if its a TCP 
packet or ICMP port unreachable if its an UDP. Last is “sdrop” where it will block the packet 
but nothing will be logged. 
There are four protocol types seen in protocol session; TCP, UDP, ICMP, and ICMPv6.  
IP addresses can be a single address or range of addresses or any and they will define the source 
and the destinations. Port Numbers are same as IP addresses and also have flexible formation 
ranges, single and even negation. Direction operator is used to indicate the orientation or route 
of traffic that a rule is applies to.  
 
Once the Rules are created they will be installed in the Security Onion running rules set and 
will be tested for detection. As the existing reporting tools are not compatible with IPv6 new 
system based on Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana (ELK stack) [26] will be introduced and new 
Visualizations are being created. Selection of ELK stack as the reporting tool was done due to 
its popularity and ability in handling big data in Open Source environment. 
 

3.5 ElasticSearch – Logstash – Kibana  
	

The ELK stack is a software bundle used in big data analytics and are also used for log file 
correlations [26]. ELK or Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana uses java based environment to 
analyze various logs and are widely used in many industries to handle large data. Along with 
these three components another application “Filebeats” will be used to collect data and send to 
ELK stack. 
 

3.5.1 ElasticSearch 
	

Elasticsearch is a analytics engine with rising number of  users world-wide in using distributed, 
and RESTful analyzing and searching [27]. As the main component of the ELK Stack, this can 
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be used to centrally store analytical data so the user can expect to find the unexpected results. 
Elasticsearch supports many types of searches, it can be structured, unstructured or geographic, 
metrics or combination. This helps to do a single query in billions of files or logs in a single 
time, reducing the time and costs for the user. It will help to identify patterns and hidden trends 
within the data. 
 

3.5.2 Logstash 
 
Logstash is a server-side data processing pipeline which will take multiple of inputs from many 
sources and instantaneously and convert it to any user defined method and send it to 
Elasticsearch for analyzing [28]. 
Logstash has three main parts; 
Input:  Logstash supports a diversity of input data which is often distributed across many 
systems and in many layouts. It can pull in events from a many common sources, 
simultaneously such as logs, web applications, data stocks or any continues data stream. 
 
Filter: Before data goes to a store from source filters will parse events and identify pre-defined 
fields to build up a structure and transform or converge then to a common type of data format, 
this is very useful in analysis in accelerated business needs. With the rich and endless library 
of filters there can be no log file that cannot be parsed. 
 
Output: Even though, Elasticsearch is the final output in this path, Logstash supports a multiple 
of methods in outputting data, which brings the flexibility in to the methods of searching and 
sorting making life easier. 
 

3.5.3 Filebeats 
	

Filebeat is a central way of collecting logs or files from multiple of servers or containers which 
generates logs. This is used as an alternative to connecting thousands of log servers through 
SSH to collect data [29]. It will not make any downtimes while collecting data and will read 
logs inline and forward, even any interruption occurred, filebeat will remember where it left off 
when it comes back.  
 
Filebeat is used to send multiple data in to logstash or elasticsearch directly. If the collector, 
Logstash is busy when handling high volumes of data, Filebeat will slow the log stream and 
will be sensitive to Logstash status. As a part of ELK stack Filebeat makes life simple when 
configuring log importers to Logstash. 
 

3.5.4 Kibana 
 
Kibana is the main component in visualizing data in Elasticsearch and helps to identify and 
learn patterns in data easily [30]. It has the freedom in selecting the way we shape our data and 
how we formulate it. All visualizations are interactive and helps the user to build easy access 
data graphs or charts within seconds. 
Kibana is bult-in with numerous types of classical graphs such as line graphs, pie charts, 
histograms, bar charts etc, also it has the capability to associate with geographical maps and 
create custom location based data maps. 
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For this thesis, the newest version of ELK, version 5.2 is used and all the configurations and 
settings mentioned hereafter are targeted on the 5.2 version. Also all interfaces shown will be 
only available in the mentioned version. 
 
Therefore, in generally, Filebeat will read the data and sends to Logstash where it will parse it 
and categorize it to send to Elasticsearch. Once the data reaches Elasticsearch it can be viewed 
or analyzed by the graphics used in Kibana. As shown in the Figure, this setup will be used as 
an addition to Security Onion to visualize IPv6 data. Data flow is shown in Figure 9. 
 
 

	
Figure 9: Data Flow of the new system 

	

Once the system is installed IPv4 alerts will be available on both Squert and Kibana and IPv6 
will only be available on Kibana Dashboard. 

	

	

	

	

3.6 The Test Bed 
 
Following test bed was created on virtual box as shown in Figure 10 to setup the proposed 
system and to test it. 
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Figure 10 Test Bed Setup 
 
Kali Linux installation was used as the Attacker and a plain Ubuntu server installation was used 
as the victim. As the IDS, Security Onion installation was used with two interfaces, one is for 
the span connection and other one as an interface with real world. 
Configuration: 

 
Attacker: 2GB RAM 

64-bit 
Kali-Linux 

Victim: 512MB RAM 
64-bit 
Ubuntu Server 14.04 
 

IDS: 8GB RAM 
64-bit 
Security Onion 
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Chapter 4 -  Implementation 
4.1 Snort Rules creation 

As the first part of the methodology target was to create IPv6 detectable rules, therefore existing 
rules by several developers were referred and  new rules were created under those referred 
guidelines.  
 

	
Listing 1: Custom Made Snort Rules 

 
Once the rules are created as Listing 1, they were copied to the local.rules file included in snort 
configuration of Security Onion. As Security Onion is subjected to auto-updates including rules 
base, the custom created rules must be included in local.rules otherwise all other will be updated 
to the latest version of the distribution revoking all changes made by the user. 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 128; ttl: <255; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6"; threshold: type 
threshold, track by_dst,count 5, seconds 60; sid:222200; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 130<>138; ttl: <255; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Unusual 
Neighbor Discovery"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst,count 5, seconds 60; sid:222201; 
rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 148<>149; ttl: 255; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Unusual 
Neighbor Discovery SEND"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst,count 5, seconds 60; 
sid:222202; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 137; ttl: 255; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Unusual Neighbor 
Discovery Redirect"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst,count 5, seconds 60; sid:222203; 
rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 138; ttl: 255; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 Unusual Neighbor 
Discovery Router Renumbering"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst,count 5, seconds 60; 
sid:222204; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 139<>140; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 Unusual Neighbor 
Discovery - Node Information"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst,count 5, seconds 60; 
sid:222205; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 130<>132; ttl: >1; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 Multicast 
Listener Discovery with invalid hop limit"; sid:222206; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 143; ttl: >1; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Multicast Listener 
Discovery v2 with invalid hop limit"; sid:222207; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 134; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Router Advertisement 
flooding"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst, count 5, seconds 1;     sid:222208; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 135; msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Neighbour Solicitation 
flooding";  threshold: type threshold, track by_dst, count 20, seconds 1;   sid:222209; rev:1;) 

alert icmp any any -> any any (itype: 136;  msg:"SO-ELK ICMPv6 - Neighbour Advertisement 
flooding"; threshold: type threshold, track by_dst, count 20, seconds 1;    sid:222210; rev:1;) 
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4.2 Recompile Barnyard2 
	

As the main correlation unit in Security onion is Barnyard2 and by default it does not support 
IPv6 and as barnyard2 setup didn’t know what is IPv6 it sends IPv6 detected alerts to Sguil as 
unknown IP headers and as a result the IP addresses belongs in the alerts were masked as 
“0.0.0.0” by Sguil as shown in figure 11.  
 

	
Figure 11: IPv6 detection as 0.0.0.0 

 
By issuing barnyard2 –V command we can inspect the version and capabilities of barnyard, 
when checked against the default installation it will not show IPv6 as a supporting flag as shown 
in Listing 2.  Therefore, I had to recompile it to get the support. While recompiling there were 
several dependencies which had to satisfied.  
 

 
Listing 2: Security Onion Default Barnyard2 Installation 
Before recompiling I had to install some dependencies according to the security onion 
community mailing group [31].  Installation steps are listed below as they were mostly self-
research steps and not listed in any documentation online or with the developers, 
 
First, we need to install the dependencies if any using Listing 3, 
 
sudo apt-get install tcl8.4-dev libpcap-dev libmysqlclient-dev \ 
libtool autoconf  

Listing 3: Install barnyard2 dependencies 

	

After installing dependencies, downloaded the barnyard source code from GitHub as shown in 
Listing 4. 

thilina@thilina-VirtualBox:~$ barnyard2 -V 
 
  ______   -*> Barnyard2 <*- 
 / ,,_  \  Version 2.1.13 (Build 333) TCL 
 |o"  )~|  By Ian Firns (SecurixLive): http://www.securixlive.com/ 
 + '''' + (C) Copyright 2008-2013 Ian Firns <firnsy@securixlive.com>	
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cd /usr/src 
sudo git clone https://github.com/firnsy/barnyard2 barnyard2-master 
cd barnyard2-master/ 
./autogen.sh 

Listing 4: Download Barnyard2 Source 

Before installing we may need to point out a library file and then reconfigure the library set as 
Listing 5. 

sudo ln -s /usr/include/dumbnet.h /usr/include/dnet.h 
sudo ldconfig 

Listing 5: Library file updating 

 

Once all dependencies and libraries are intact build the barnyard2 and compile it with ipv6 
enable flag, here the previous compilation is backed up. This was done while other SO tools 
were online. Code is listed under Listing 6. 

./configure --prefix=/usr --enable-ipv6 --with-tcl=/usr/lib/tcl8.4/ -
-with-libpcap-includes=/opt/pfring/lib/ --with-mysql-
libraries=/usr/lib/*-linux-gnu/ --with-mysql-
includes=/usr/include/mysql/ 
make 
sudo mv /usr/bin/barnyard2 /usr/bin/barnyard2.bak 
sudo nsm_sensor_ps-stop --only-barnyard2 
sudo make install 
sudo nsm_sensor_ps-start --only-barnyard2 

Listing 6: Recompile Barnyard2 
 
Once barnyard is recompiled, a secondary output was configured to get the data out of Security 
Onion to be inserted on new analyzing system. This have to be configured according to the 
interface setup for barnyard in security onion and the settings were saved in a configuration file 
/etc/nsm/thilina-VirtualBox-eth1/barnyard2-1.conf here ‘thilina-VirtualBox-eth1’ is the name 
of the sniffing port of the Security Onion Setup.  
 
Listing 7 shows the configuration and the line containing ‘output alert csv’ was manually added 
with the path for the csv file. According to snort configurations [24], the default csv pattern will 
be; 
timestamp,sig_generator,sig_id,sig_rev,msg,proto,src,srcport,dst,dstport,ethsrc,ethdst,ethlen,t
cpflags,tcpseq,tcpack,tcplen,tcpwindow,ttl,tos,id,dgmlen,iplen,icmptype,icmpcode,icmpid,ic
mpseq 
As for the straightforwardness the defaults were used to link with new system. 
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Listing 7 Barnyard Configuration 
 

 
Listing 8 After updating Barnyard2 
Once the Barnyard IPv6 flag can be seen on the version output listed on Listing 8, now as 
barnyard is updated Squil rejects IPv6 related alerts as it does not support. This was confirmed 
by the log outputs of Barnyard. Therefore, the visualizer Squert now shows IPv4 related alerts 
only. 
Anyhow the newly created csv file contains the captured alerts in comma separated format and 
it includes all IPv4 and IPv6 alerts. 
 

4.3 Installation of ELK – Stack 
 
As mentioned earlier ELK stack is a combination of software which works together to build 
meaningful analysis on data. This setup is highly depending on Java, therefore I had to install 
Java on Security Onion as Listing 9. 

thilina@thilina-VirtualBox:~$ cat /etc/nsm/thilina-VirtualBox-

eth1/barnyard2-1.conf  

# barnyard2.conf: auto-generated by NSMnow Administration 

config logdir: /nsm/sensor_data/thilina-VirtualBox-eth1 

config classification_file: /etc/nsm/thilina-VirtualBox-

eth1/classification.config 

config reference_file:      /etc/nsm/thilina-VirtualBox-

eth1/reference.config 

config sid_file:            /etc/nsm/thilina-VirtualBox-eth1/sid-

msg.map 

config gen_file:            /etc/nsm/thilina-VirtualBox-eth1/gen-

msg.map 

config hostname: thilina-VirtualBox-eth1 

config interface: eth1 

input unified2 

output sguil: sensor_name=thilina-VirtualBox-eth1-1 agent_port=8101 

#output database: alert, mysql, user=root dbname=snorby 

host=127.0.0.1 

output alert_syslog: LOG_LOCAL6 LOG_ALERT 

output alert_csv: /var/log/barnyard2logs.csv 

thilina@thilina-VirtualBox:~$	

thilina@thilina-VirtualBox:/var/log/sguild$ barnyard2 -V 
 
  ______   -*> Barnyard2 <*- 
 / ,,_  \  Version 2.1.14 (Build 337) IPv6 TCL 
 |o"  )~|  By Ian Firns (SecurixLive): http://www.securixlive.com/ 
 + '''' +  (C) Copyright 2008-2013 Ian Firns <firnsy@securixlive.com> 
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Listing 9 Install Java on Security Onion 

During the installation of Java an error occurred as shown in Listing 10, 
 

 
Listing 10 dpkg configuration error 
 
To bypass this error I had to reconfigure dpkg by issuing sudo dpkg-reconfigure debconf Once java 
is installed, according to Elasticsearch documentation I had to install Elasticsearch, Logstash 
then Filebeat and finally Kibana.  
 
 
 
 

4.4 Installing Elasticsearch. 
 
As Security Onion is a Ubuntu/debian based operating system, it is easy to install ELK with the 
help of apt-get. Therefore first I had to include the Elasticsearch repository [32]. Then did an 
apt update before installing elasticsearch as shown in Listing 11. 
 

 
Listing 11 Install ElasticSearch 

sudo add-apt-repository -y ppa:webupd8team/java 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get -y install oracle-java8-installer	

Preparing to unpack .../oracle-java8-installer_8u121-1~webupd8~1_all.deb ... 

 

oracle-license-v1-1 license could not be presented 

try 'dpkg-reconfigure debconf' to select a frontend other than noninteractive 

 

dpkg: error processing archive /var/cache/apt/archives/oracle-java8-

installer_8u121-1~webupd8~1_all.deb (--unpack): 

 subprocess new pre-installation script returned error exit status 2 

Processing triggers for man-db (2.6.7.1-1ubuntu1) ... 

Processing triggers for doc-base (0.10.5) ... 

Processing 2 added doc-base files... 

Errors were encountered while processing: 

 /var/cache/apt/archives/oracle-java8-installer_8u121-1~webupd8~1_all.deb 

E: Sub-process /usr/bin/dpkg returned an error code (1)	

wget -qO - https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch | sudo 

apt-key add - 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install elasticsearch	
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After installing, need to change the elasticsearch configuration to restrict outside access to the 
instance. By default, elasticsearch uses port 9200 and listen on all interfaces. By changing the 
host configuration on elasticsearch will provide  the required security. Therefore edited the 
/etc/elasticsearch/elasticsearch.yml and changed the network.host to network.host: localhost 
Full configuration is amended on Annex C. 
 
After installing we need to add elasticsearch to the startup scripts. This was achieved by issuing 
command listed in Listing 12 
sudo update-rc.d elasticsearch defaults 95 10 

Listing 12: Startup configurtion – Elasticsearch 

	

4.5 Installation of Logstash 
Next is to install logstash. As we have already added elasticsearch repository installing logstash 
is very simple [33] as shown in Listing 13. 
 
sudo apt-get install logstash 

Listing 13: Install Logstash 

After installing, configuration should be done to accept data from filebeat, process them and to 
send data to elasticsearch. These were done by creating three configuration files [34] on 
/etc/logstash/conf.d/ 
First file is to capture the input sent from filebeats, 02-beat-input.conf 
 

 
Listing 14: 02-beats-input.conf 

Listed commands in Listing 14 will tell the logstash to listen on port 5044 for any beats input. 
Second is the file responsible in filtering the inputs as needed. Following configuration is saved 
under 10-log-filter.conf 
 
The configuration in Listing 15 will filter any input tagged as ‘log’ by filebeats and it will try 
to match the mentioned grok pattern and populate the fields stated. Grok pattern stated on match 
rule for input message was custom made specially to match barnyard csv data. Pattern 
description as follows; 
 
Grok patterns are the current perfect way of parsing log data to structured and quaryable way 
which elasticsearch uses to handle data [35] and they have a syntax of %{Syntax:Semantic}. 
Syntax is how data is represented in the log while Semantic is to tag that data will have.  
There are many readymade patterns can be found on logstash developers tree on github 
(https://github.com/logstash-plugins/logstash-patterns-core/tree/master/patterns). 
 But to match Snort/barnyard2 logs, specific pattern had to build from scratch. Therefore, using 
standard patterns [36] and some specific custom patterns mentioned on 
/etc/logstash/patterns/snort, a new pattern set was created. 

input { 

  beats { 

    port => 5044 

  } 

} 
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Listing 15: Logstash Filter 
 

filter { 

  if [type] == "log" { 

    grok { 

       patterns_dir => ["/etc/logstash/patterns"] 

  match => { "message" => "%{TIMESTAMP:barnyard_time} 

,%{INT:sig_generator},%{NUMBER:sig_id},%{NUMBER:sig_rev},%{QUOTED

STRING:msg},%{PROTOCOL:proto},%{IP:src_ip},%{INTGR:src_pp},%{IP:d

st_ip},%{INTGR:dst_pport},%{MACC:ethsrc},%{MACC:ethdst},%{BASE16N

UM:ethlen},%{TCPFLG:tcpflags},%{TCPWIN:tcpseq},%{TCPWIN:tcpack},%

{INTGR:tcplenb},%{TCPWIN:tcpwindoww},%{INT:ttl},%{INT:tos},%{INT:

id},?%{INTGR:dgmlen},?%{INT:iplen},%{INTGR:icmptype},%{INTGR:icmp

code},%{INTGR:icmpid},%{INTGR:icmpseq}" } 

    } 

    mutate { 

           replace => [ "barnyard_time","%{barnyard_time} 2017"] 

    } 

    date { 

  match => [ "barnyard_time" , "MM/dd-HH:mm:ss.SSSSSS 

YYYY","MM/d-HH:mm:ss.SSSSSS YYYY"] 

  } 

    geoip { 

      source => "src_ip" 

      target => "geoip" 

      database => "/etc/logstash/GeoLite2-City.mmdb" 

      add_field => [ "[geoip][coordinates]", 

"%{[geoip][longitude]}" ] 

      add_field => [ "[geoip][coordinates]", 

"%{[geoip][latitude]}"  ] 

    } 

    mutate { 

      convert => [ "[geoip][coordinates]", "float"] 

    } 

  } 

}	
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Contents of /etc/logstash/patterns/snort: 

 
Listing 16 /etc/logstash/patterns/snort 
In above listing INTGR means any positive number, a zero or a blank. TIMESTAMP refers to 
the Month number in two digits, date of the day, two digit Hour, Minute and Second with upto 
3 decimal points. TCPFLG is some data with characters or none. MACC is the mac address and 
it had to be mentioned as 6 groups of 2 digit Base16 numbers including zero. There was a 
readymade pattern for mac addresses but it did not match the contents and the syntax of the mac 
addresses in log file. Next is TCPWIN which is again a Base16 number, zero or a blank and 
PROTOCOL is a word or a blank. 
Using those custom syntax patterns, a match pattern for csv data was created as, 
 
%{TIMESTAMP:barnyard_time} – according to the custom pattern 
%{INT:sig_generator} – Integer Valued signature generator 
%{NUMBER:sig_id}- Number to represent signature id 
%{NUMBER:sig_rev} – Number to represent the signature revision 
%{QUOTEDSTRING:msg} – This contains the Message of an alert 
%{PROTOCOL:proto} – Protocol to distinguish traffic  
%{IP:src_ip} – Source IP which will match to any IPv4 or IPv6 address 
%{INTGR:src_pp} Source Port with type INTGR, errors occurred  if INT was used  
%{IP:dst_ip} – Destination IP same as src_ip 
%{INTGR:dst_pport} – Destination Port same as src_pp 
%{MACC:ethsrc} – Source Ethernet address 
%{MACC:ethdst} – Destination  Ethernet address 
%{BASE16NUM:ethlen} - Ethernet frame length 
%{TCPFLG:tcpflags} – TCP Flags with any of A,F,P,R,S,U,2,1,*,+,! values [24] 
%{TCPWIN:tcpseq} – TCP sequence number 
%{TCPWIN:tcpack} – TCP acknowledge number 
%{INTGR:tcplenb} – TCP length 
%{TCPWIN:tcpwindoww} – TCP window size 
%{INT:ttl} – Time to live as of IP header 
%{INT:tos} – Type of Service as of the IP header 
%{INT:id} – ID of the packet 
?%{INTGR:dgmlen} – length of the datagram 
?%{INT:iplen} – IP length as in IP header 
%{INTGR:icmptype} – Type of the ICMP as of IP header 
%{INTGR:icmpcode} – ICMP code 
%{INTGR:icmpid} – ICMP ID as of IP header 
%{INTGR:icmpseq} – ICMP sequence number 
 

INTGR (?:%{POSINT}|\s*|0) 

TIMESTAMP %{MONTHNUM2}/%{MONTHDAY}-%{HOUR}:%{MINUTE}:%{SECOND} 

TCPFLG (?:%{DATA}|\s*) 

MACC 

%{BASE16NUM}:%{BASE16NUM}:%{BASE16NUM}:%{BASE16NUM}:%{BASE16NUM}:%{BASE1

6NUM} 

TCPWIN (?:%{BASE16NUM}|\s*|0) 

PROTOCOL (?:%{WORD}|\s*)	
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Then the matched timestamp, barnyard_time was again synced with system time to keep the 
integrity of data in visualizer. While doing that, year of the evet had to be manually added as it 
was not supporting by the snort output.  
 
After the filter a geoip match was created to match the source IP location and look for the 
country details [37]. Geoip database was downloaded from the internet for free from 
http://dev.maxmind.com/geoip/geoip2/geolite2/  
 
Then the third file 30-elasticsearch-output.conf was made with the following commands on 
Listing 17, they will send the data to elasticsearch instance which is listening on port 9200. 
 

 
Listing 17 30-elasticsearch-output.conf 
Once configurations are placed logstash instance was also marked as a startup script by entering 
 
sudo update-rc.d logstash defaults 96 9 

Listing 18: Auto Startup – logstash 

	

4.6 Installation of Filebeat 
As I have earlier added elasticsearch repository installing filebeat can be done as Listing 19 
[38].  
 
sudo apt-get install filebeat 

Listing 19: Install Filebeat 
After installing, configuration file for filebeat was edited to add the barnyard2 csv log file as a 
input and logstash as the output. Edited file located at /etc/filebeat/filebeat.yml as shown in 
Listing 20 
 

output { 

  elasticsearch { 

    hosts => ["localhost:9200"] 

    sniffing => true 

    manage_template => false 

    index => "%{[@metadata][beat]}-%{+YYYY.MM.dd}" 

    document_type => "%{[@metadata][type]}" 

  } 

}	
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Listing 20 filebeat.yml partial configuration 
Full configuration is amended on Annex D. 
 
On the top of the file, it is the prospectors section, which define prospectors that tells which log 
files should be stashed and how they should be processed. Prospectors are indicated by the - 
Minus character. As I am using a single file, modified the prospector to include the log file path. 
This will direct Filebeat to send data from barnyard2 csv to Logstash. Then changed the input 
type to log.  This type should be the exact as mentioned in the logstash filter file. 
 
Then, below the output section, commented out the line with elasticsearch, which indicates the 
Elasticsearch output upto the logstash section. On the Logstash output section line with 
output.logstash was uncommented by deleting the # and uncommented the hosts:  
["localhost:5044"] line. As I am running logstash on the same computer I used localhost with 
its listening port 5044. Next, just after the host line added a line bulk_max_size: 4096 with the 
same indent to tell filebeat that it will be getting a large data to process. Defaults are 2048. 
 
Then filebeat was also added to startup list as Listing 21 
 
sudo update-rc.d filebeat defaults 97 9 

Listing 21: Auto Startup – filebeat 

	

4.7 Installation of Kibana 
Visualizer of the ELK kibana was also installed using apt-get as shown in Listing 22. 
 
sudo apt-get install kibana  
Listing 22 Install Kibana 

- input_type: log 
 
  # Paths that should be crawled and fetched. Glob based 
paths. 
  paths: 
    - /var/log/barnyard2logs.csv 

 
#----------------- Elasticsearch output --------------------- 
#output.elasticsearch: 
  # Array of hosts to connect to. 
 # hosts: ["localhost:9200"] 
 
  # Optional protocol and basic auth credentials. 
  #protocol: "https" 
  #username: "elastic" 
  #password: "changeme" 
 
#-------------------- Logstash output ----------------------- 
output.logstash: 
  # The Logstash hosts 
  hosts: ["localhost:5044"] 
  bulk_max_size: 4096 
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After installing, edited the configuration in /etc/kibana/kibana.yml to support the existing 
system. Therefore, uncommented the following to tell kibana to listen only to Localhost 
incoming requests using Listing 23. This will restrict others in the network to access kibana 
through browsers. 
 
server.host: "localhost" 

Listing 23: Kibana Host 
Then kibana was also added to the startup scripts as Listing 24, 
sudo update-rc.d kibana defaults 95 10  

Listing 24: Auto Startup - Kibana 
After Installing elasticsearch, Logstash, filebeats and kibana server was restarted. Then 
elasticsearch needed to be loaded with filebeat template. A custom made template can be found 
on github, therefore downloaded it (Listing 25) and uploaded it (Listing 26) to elasticsearch by 
 
curl –O https://gist.githubusercontent.com/thisismitch/3429023 
e8438cc25b86c/raw/d8c479e2a1adcea8b1fe86570e42abab0f10f364/filebeat-
index-template.json 

Listing 25: Download Filebeat template 
 
and  
 
curl -XPUT 'http://localhost:9200/_template/filebeat?pretty' -
d@filebeat-index-template.json 
Listing 26: Upload Filebeat template to ElasticSearch 
 
Once its successfully updated, elasticsearch will send a message as acknowledged.  
Next is to configure Kibana frontend to utilize filebeat template. This was done by accessing 
the kibana from default browser of the Security Onion as http://localhost:5601.  
 
On the Management settings ‘filebeat-*’ was given as the index pattern and it automatically 
loads the configured pattern fields through logstash as the default index as shown in the figure 
12. 

 
Figure 12: Kibana Default Index Patterns 
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Chapter 5 -  Testing and Evaluation 
	

5.1 Initial Testing 
 
From the attacker machine as shown in figure 13, two continues pings were issued against the 
victim and the pings were based on IPv4 and IPv6 schemes respectively. Then the output of 
Security Onion Default visualizer ‘Squert’ was observed. Then the Kibana Discover was 
observed to check whether it receives the alerts. 
 

	
Figure 13: Testing 

Initial testing is done by doing ping tests for both ICMP and ICMPv6 and NMAP sysc scans 
to test TCP and UDP open ports scans against the victim. The span connection to the IDS 
setup will send all traffic to the ELK-SO server where it should detect the pings and port 
scans. 

	

	

5.2 Kibana Visualizations 
	

Once confirmed that Kibana was showing alerts, on the visualize tab created the following 
graphs to show the alerts more graphically. 
 
For this graph in Figure 14, two separate filters were used for IPv4 and IPv6 based on their 
src_ip and dst_ip. As these were fully customized charts values used to filter were completely 
dependent on the environment. 
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5.2.1 Graph 1: IP version Pie Chart 

 
Figure 14: IP version Pie Chart 
 
Metrics:  

Slice Size 
Aggregation: count 

Buckets: 
 Split Slices 
  Aggregation: Filters 
  Filter 1: src_ip=192.248.24.* || dst_ip=192.248.24.* 
  Filter 1 Label: IPv4 
  Filter 2: src_ip=2401* || dst_ip=2401* 
  Filter 2 Label: IPv6 
 

5.2.2 Graph 2: IP version Histogram 
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Figure 15: IP version Histogram 
Histogram in Figure 15 was created as a area chart with the same filters as the IP version pie 
chart but against the timestamp. Even though there is a Pie Chart representing the IP version 
divide, we need the histogram to distinguish traffic against time to analyze the usage along time 
where the pie chart only represents the whole number of version distribution.   
 
Metrics:  

 
Y-Axis 

Aggregation: count 
 
Buckets: 
   

X-Axis 
 

  Aggregation: Date Histogram 
  Field: @timestamp 
  Interval: Auto 
  Order: Descending  
  

Split Area 
   

Sub Aggregation: Filters 
  Filter 1: src_ip=192.248.24.* || dst_ip=192.248.24.* 
  Filter 1 Label: IPv4 Alerts 
  Filter 2: src_ip=2401* || dst_ip=2401* 
  Filter 2 Label: IPv6 Alerts 
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5.2.3 Graph 3: Protocol Type Count 
 

 
Figure 16: Type Count 
 
To check how much alerts were received targeting ICMP, TCP, UDP and ICMPv6 was graphed 
against count as shown in Figure 16 and to check ICMPv6 a filter was created to extract packets 
with icmpcode 128 [39] and ignored any other icmp types related to IPv6. 
 
Metrics:  

Y-Axis 
Aggregation: count 

 
 
 
Buckets: 
 
 X-Axis 
 
  Aggregation: Filters 
  Filter 1: type=icmp, Label: ICMP 
  Filter 2: type=tcp, Label: TCP 
  Filter 3: type=udp, Label: UDP 
  Filter 4: icmpcode=128, Label: ICMPv6 
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5.2.4 Graph 4: Top Signatures 
 

 
Figure 17: Top Signatures 
Top 10 signatures were filtered along with the number of count and number of Destination IP’s 
and Source IP’s as shown in Figure 17. Here the data considered are in dual stack. 
Metrics:  

Metric 1 
Aggregation: count 

 Metric 2 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: dst_ip 
  Custom Label: DST_IP 
 Metric 3 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: src_ip 
  Custom Label: SRC_IP 
Buckets: 
 Split Rows 1 
  Aggregation: Terms 
  Field: msg 
  Order By: metric:count 
  Order: Descending  
  size: 10 
  Custom Label: Top Signatures 
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5.2.5 Graph 5: Top Destinations 

 
Figure 18: Top Destinations 
To illustrate top destinations as Figure 18 a table view was created with 10 top most hit 
destinations along with the numbers of hits and number of signatures matched. Number of 
sources affected were also calculated. 
 
Metrics:  
 

Metric 1 
Aggregation: count 

  
Metric 2 

  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: msg 
  Custom Label: Signatures 
 Metric 3 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: src_ip 
  Custom Label: Sources 
Buckets: 
 Split Rows 1 
  Aggregation: Terms 
  Field: dst_ip 
  Order By: metric:count 
  Order: Descending  
  size: 10 
  Custom Label: Top Destinations 
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5.2.6 Graph 6: Top Sources 

 
Figure 19: Top Sources 
Top sources as Figure 19 were tabulated with the hit count. Aggregated Number of Signature 
and Number of Destinations were also added. As an additional data country of origin for the 
source IP address was also listed. 
Metrics:  
 

Metric 1 
 

Aggregation: count 
 

 Metric 2 
 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: msg 
  Custom Label: Signatures 
 
 Metric 3 
 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: dst_ip 
  Custom Label: Destinations 
Buckets: 
 
 Split Rows 1 
 
  Aggregation: Terms 
  Field: src_ip 
  Order By: metric:count 
  Order: Descending  
  size: 10 
  Custom Label: Top Sources 
 
 Split Rows 2 
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  Sub Aggregation: Significant Terms 
  Field: geoip.country_name 
  size: 1 
  Custom Label: Country 
 

5.2.7 Graph 7: Top Destination Ports 

 
Figure 20 Top Destination Ports 

	

Ten top most hit destination ports were filtered along with the number or sources and 
destinations and the signatures and populated on a data table as in Figure 20. Using these graphs 
it can be shown that the most hit ports such as scan attacks. 
 
 
Metrics:  

Metric 1 
Aggregation: count 

 Metric 2 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: msg 
  Custom Label: Signatures 
 Metric 3 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: dst_ip 
  Custom Label: Destinations 

Metric 4 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: src_ip 
  Custom Label: Sources 
 
Buckets: 
 Split Rows 
  Aggregation: Terms 
  Field: dst_pport 
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  Order By: metric:count 
  Order: Descending  
  size: 10 
  Custom Label: Top Destination Ports 
 

5.2.8 Graph 8: Top Source Ports 

 
Figure 21 Top Source Ports 
 
Highest hit source ports were also listed on a data table with the count and the numbers of 
unique destinations, sources and signatures as Figure 21. 
 
Metrics:  

Metric 1 
Aggregation: count 

 Metric 2 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: msg 
  Custom Label: Signatures 
 Metric 3 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: dst_ip 
  Custom Label: Destinations 

Metric 4 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: src_ip 
  Custom Label: Sources 
Buckets: 
 Split Rows 
  Aggregation: Terms 
  Field: src_pp 
  Order By: metric:count 
  Order: Descending  
  size: 10 
  Custom Label: Top Source Ports 
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5.2.9 Graph 9: Source Locations 

 
Figure 22 Source Locations 
Using the geo ip feature, an interactive tile map was created with all alert locations as Figure 
22.  
Metrics: 
 Value 
  Aggregation: Count 
Buckets: 
 Geo Coordinates 
  Aggregation: Geohash 
  Field: geoip.location 
  Change precision on map zoom: ticked 
  Custom Label: Source Locations 
 

5.2.10 Graph 10: Source Locations - Unique Attacks 

 
Figure 23 Source Locations - Unique Attacks 
Depending on the unique signatures, source location of those signatures were populated on a 
tile map aggregating location values as shown in Figure 23. 
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Metrics: 
 Value 
  Aggregation: Unique Count 
  Field: msg 
Buckets: 
 Geo Coordinates 
  Aggregation: Geohash 
  Field: geoip.location 
  Change precision on map zoom: ticked 
  Custom Label: Source Locations 
 
Next is to create a Dashboard in Kibana. This will be the front end to a user. Using the above 
created graphs a dashboard was created as shown in Figure 24. 
 

 
Figure 24 Kibana custom dashboard 

	

	

5.3 Evaluation 
	

Modified version of Security Onion was installed in University of Kelaniya and it was 
connected to the network through a span connection which placed the server between the router 
and commercial firewall. Server was facing a 800Mbps Internet link, therefore had to increase 
the memory to 16GB for smooth actions.  

 

Compared ELK results with Commercial Firewall and traditional squert. Samples were taken 
on 2017 March 05th from 10.30am – 12.30pm. In Security Onion/Squert time is logged in UTC 
and therefore the equivalent is 5.00 – 7.00 am. 
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Chapter 6 -  Evaluation & Results 
 

On the real environment following are the results shown in Kibana dashboard. Output is divided into 4 
parts for the ease of description. Also note that the intention of the results are to indicate the IPv6 
capability of the new system and not to describe the specific alerts itself. 

 

 

Figure 25 Results - Kibana Dashboard1 

As of the first dashboard result shown in Figure 25, it populates the Top Signatures, Top Destinations, 
Top Sources and Type Count. IPv6 capability can be seen on all four graphs. From the top sources it 
can be seen that most of the attacks were originated from China and they are IPv4. 

 

 

Figure 26 Results - Kibana Dashboard2 

Second or the next output in Figure 26 shows the Top Destination Ports and Source Ports which are 
aggregations of TCP and UDP data in both dual stacks. 

 

Figure 27 Results - Kibana Dashboard3 
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In the third part or the Figure 27, shows the aggregated count of activities based on the country 
of origin. Here it is visible that most of the alerts were happened due to traffic from China as 
seen in first result.  

 

 

Figure 28 Results - Kibana Dashboard4 

	

This result in Figure 28 indicates the sources that unique attacks were originated and from the 
results it can be seen that many countries not seen in Figure 27 can be seen. The Histogram of 
the IPv4 and IPv6 alert distribution is also listed below the map to show the distribution of 
alerts. 

 

 

To illustrate IPv6 detection capability, another result was taken by filtering only the TCP and 
UDP data. 

 

Figure 29 Results - Kibana Dashboard5 

This output Figure 29  shows multiple IPv6 Source addresses that confirms the capability of the 
system to detect IPv6. Figure 30 also shows the division of versions. 
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Figure 30: Results - Kibana Dashboard 6 
As for the comparison squert output was taken, 

 

Figure 31 Squert Output 

Figure 31 shows all the alerts except for the IPv6 related ones.  

As for the comparison with the commercial firewall, following results were extracted from 
Checkpoint Gaia 77.30 [40] Smart Event software which is one of the event reporting tools in 
Checkpoint UTM devices. But the results are not equal as the two systems are using different 
rule bases. Most of the ICMP and ICMPv6 detected by snort have been ignored by the 
checkpoint. 

 

Figure 32 Checkpoint IPS/IDS Activity 1 
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Above Figure 32 is the all IDS/IPS detected events grouped under same signature. Rather than 
security onion showing all internet traffic this also shows the internal traffic on LAN before 
getting NAT on the device itself. Here IPv6 alerts/events can also be seen. 

 

 

Figure 33 Checkpoint IPS/IDS Activity 2 

On the Figure 33, the second checkpoint image it shows the critical IPS events occurred and 
from this it can be seen that ICMPv6 based traffic at large. With comparison to snort, here it 
is visible that ICMP events had occurred. 

 

Figure 34 Checkpoint IPS/IDS Activity 3 

From the Figure 34 the checkpoints 3rd image it shows the breakdown of events depending on 
their severity level. A large number of High Severity alerts can be observed. 
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Figure 35  Checkpoint IPS/IDS Activity 4 

Forth checkpoint image Figure 35, shows the event distribution divided according to the type 
of events. According to checkpoint highest attacks were Microsoft Windows Media Player 
PNG chunk code execution. 

 

Figure 36  Checkpoint IPS/IDS Activity 5 

Next, Figure 36 is the Source distribution according to country. As seen in ELK we cannot 
seen China as checkpoint is having a separate rule set in detecting threats. In this map, USA 
and Australia are the high source originating countries. Again China can be seen as a third 
highest originator. 

As a summery to the comparison, it can be stated that commercial IDS uses a separate rule set 
other than the community build rules of snort. Therefore, the detection of some attacks may 
not visible in one IDS. The high number of ICMP detections were not detected by the 
commercial IDS due to the lack of rules on ICMP, this may eventually result in a massively 
distributed denial of service attack. 

From Figure 25 to 30 it clearly shows that the new setup detects IPv6 and not like the 
previous original state, now it can alert in both IP versions.  
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Chapter 7 -  Conclusion 
 
Objective of the thesis, enabling open source intrusion detection / prevention system to detect 
IPv6 was accomplished by installing ELK stack on Security Onion. With the involvement of 
snort detection engine and barnyard the open source spooler which interpreted snort’s unified 
binary data into various other formats have effectively detected and outputted the IPv6 traffic 
and with the newly integrated ELK stack, alerts can be quickly visualize to the user. This was 
also possible because of the snort rules made to detect ICMPv6 threats. The default rules are 
basically still targeted on IPv4 but there are few IPv6 related rules. 
 
Custom made GROK patterns are very handy in use as they efficiently filtered fields in input 
data. This made the tabularizing, sorting and analyzing easy as all data were like in a separate 
database system. Kibana visualizing were very effective when filtering and aggregating data 
into charts and because of that a clear view made on alerting IPv6 threats and also in dual stack 
environment it can be easy used to check both IP versions because of the graphing power of 
Kibana. 
 
With comparison to commercial systems, the mentioned system may again detect more threats 
as the rule set used here developed by a huge community base and as they are rapidly updated. 
But efficiency may depend on how the rules are enabled on Snort engine. Therefore, the 
effectiveness of snort engine may greatly vary on how the administrators enable or disable 
signature rules.  
 
As the final note it can be concluded that with the upgrade of Barnyard2 and with the integration 
of Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana into Security Onion distribution can be used as a IDS/IPS 
tool for IPv6 traffic. This states that the open source IPS/IDS solution which was selected is 
capable in detecting IPv6 and reporting once the mentioned changes are done. Also the 
effectiveness of the rules can be vary depending on the environment it is used and as these are 
all open source products users are allowed to do their modifications. 
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7.1 Future Work 
 

Next step of the above work is to distribute the developed system with named as “SO-ELK” to 
the Security onion community and check how the community responds. As sguil is not going 
to be developed again as for the developer, the SO-ELK will be a good alternative in detecting 
IPv6 related alerts. 

If the Security Onion community accepts the development of SO-ELK, it can be commit to the 
official distribution on GitHub.  

Also, the developed GROK patterns are to be committed to Logstash tree on GitHub as it is 
custom made to detect snort csv format. 

Then creation of new snort rules for IPv6 specific attacks have to be done as we can expect 
more IPv6 traffic flowing as most of the main Content Delivery Networks, Google, Facebook 
have upgraded their core networks to run on native IPv6 at the end of 2016. 

More graphical charts have to create to visualize more traffic patterns in Kibana. This can be 
done with collaboration of other parties who use more IPv6 traffic. 

Creation of new TCP and UDP based rules which are more specific for IPv6 traffic have to be 
created and verified with the community in detecting various anomalies. 

As the last part, this system can be implemented on Universities with Sri Lankan context as 
most of the universities are still not using commercial firewall or UTM devices. This will be an 
excellent low cost solution as all the universities are facing the attacks from around the world.  
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Annexure  A – Email From Security Onion Community 
 

To understand the background of Security Onion support on IPv6 mails were used to 
communicate with community. As a result main contributors replied that most of the tools were 
not supporting IPv6 except for snort barnyard bro etc. 

Email Received from Security-Onion Developing Community: 

MIME-Version: 1.0 
Received: by 10.194.88.38 with HTTP; Mon, 23 May 2016 08:13:39 -0700 (PDT) 
In-Reply-To: 
<CAHjBB6HvwfHPf2vD+6=BYaLo4c7NYoW3Ox7RVyL7V4_d+GHozg@mail.gmail.com
> 
References: 
<CACF2C_wyftRHgzkmKmWOb208vxqBZN0a9XgPposK=nE5KaCK5Q@mail.gmail.com
> 
<CAHjBB6HvwfHPf2vD+6=BYaLo4c7NYoW3Ox7RVyL7V4_d+GHozg@mail.gmail.com
> 
Date: Mon, 23 May 2016 20:43:39 +0530 
Delivered-To: tdkp123@gmail.com 
Message-ID: <CACF2C_xGuaDHy_X2v99ihm-Eb8k0A8UFZ3-
nfuRO=VcjsSLRGg@mail.gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: [security-onion] SO IPV6 Alerts 
From: Thilina Pathirana <tdkp123@gmail.com> 
To: security-onion@googlegroups.com 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=001a1130cf30a7e076053383e2ff 
 
--001a1130cf30a7e076053383e2ff 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
Thanks Wes, then I will try my work with snort alert logs. 
 
rgds, 
Thilina 
 
On Mon, May 23, 2016 at 8:41 PM, Wes Lambert <wlambertts@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
> As far as I understand, the main sniffing processes (Snort, Suricata, Bro= 
) 
> support interpretation of IPV6 traffic, however, I don't believe the 
> database schema(s) for the alert interfaces (Squert, Sguil, ELSA) has/hav= 
e 
> been updated to support IPV6--this means such alerts would not be viewabl= 
e 
> in the interface(s). 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Wes 
> On May 23, 2016 9:39 AM, "Thilina Pathirana" <tdkp123@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Dear all, 
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>> I was looking to get alerts based on IPv6 traffic on squert or elsa but 
>> did not see any. After some search on previous threads I assumed that 
>> squert or elsa is still not capable on showing IPv6 alerts. 
>> 
>> Am I correct? 
>> 
>> I can read IPv6 data on packets captured and I am in a process of findin= 
g 
>> ways to migrate snort IPv4 rules to IPv6 compatible mode as a masters 
>> research. So is there any help that I can get on setting up squert or el= 
sa 
>> to show IPv6 alerts. 
>> 
>> thanks 
>> 
>> Best Regards, 
>> Thilina Pathirana 
>> -- 
>> 
>> -- 
>> *Thilina Pathirana | Assistant Network Manager* 
>> *University of Kelaniya** - Sri Lanka*. 
>> T. +94112903424 | F. +94112910163 | M. +94716246331 
>> *Program Committee Chairman | EXCO ISOC-LK* 
>> *Vice Leader CDU-SLSM* 
>> *www.google.com/+ThilinaPathirana 
>> <http://www.google.com/+ThilinaPathirana>* 
>> 
>> *www.facebook.com/t.d.k.pathirana 
>> <http://www.facebook.com/t.d.k.pathirana>* 
>> 
>> *lk.linkedin.com/in/thilinapathirana/ 
>> <http://lk.linkedin.com/in/thilinapathirana/>* 
>> *skype:  tdkp123* 
>> 
>> - =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - = 
=E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93= 
 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80= 
=93 - =E2=80=93 =E2=80=93 - -- 
>> 
>> =E2=80=9CSave a Tree=E2=80=9D =E2=80=93 Please consider the environment = 
before printing this 
>> email. 
>> 
>> 
>> -- 
>> Follow Security Onion on Twitter! 
>> https://twitter.com/securityonion 
>> --- 
>> You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Group= 
s 
>> "security-onion" group. 
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>> To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send a= 
n 
>> email to security-onion+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
>> To post to this group, send email to security-onion@googlegroups.com. 
>> Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/security-onion. 
>> For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout. 
>> 
> -- 
> Follow Security Onion on Twitter! 
> https://twitter.com/securityonion 
> --- 
> You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups 
> "security-onion" group. 
> To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an 
> email to security-onion+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
> To post to this group, send email to security-onion@googlegroups.com. 
> Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/security-onion. 
> For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout. 
> 
 
 
 
--=20 
Find me on: 
www.google.com/+ThilinaPathirana 
www.facebook.com/t.d.k.pathirana 
lk.linkedin.com/in/thilinapathirana/ 
skype:  tdkp123 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
%%#tdkp#%% 
$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
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Annexure B – Email Communication with Sguil Developer 
 
Email Communication with Sguil Developer Bamm Visscher (bamm.visscher@gmail.com) 
was done as figure 37, to understand the ability of enabling IPv6 on Sguil. According to 
Bamm upgrading sguil was not possible. 
 

 
Figure 37 Email Communication with Sguil Developer 

Thilina Pathirana - University of Kelaniya <tdkp@kln.ac.lk> 

�� 18 

Bamm ���  

Thanks Bamm,  Will do. 

 

Thilina 

 

Sent from my OnePlus One 

 

On 2017 �� 18 �.�. 6.53, Bamm Visscher <bamm.visscher@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Thilina, 

 

There is no compiling of Sguil nor an option to enable IPv6 support. Significant 
changes/additions to the code would have to be made in order to support IPv6 with Sguil.  
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Security Onion does contain other applications that support IPv6. I do not know the details of 
that support. You would have to ask someone involved with that project. 

 

 

Bamm 

 

On Tue, Jan 17, 2017 at 11:57 PM, Thilina Pathirana <thilina@kln.ac.lk> wrote: 

Thanks Bamm for letting me know the status, Is it ok for me to try compiling Sguil to access 
IPv6. Or do you have any suggestions that may work out enabling IPv6 alerts on Security 
Onion. 

 

Regards, 

Thilina 

 

2017-01-17 17:58 GMT+05:30 Bamm Visscher <bamm.visscher@gmail.com>: 

Hi Thilina, 

 

No, it is not possible to use Sguil with IPv6 traffic at this time and unfortunately, I do not 
have an expectation for when that support will be added. 

 

Bamm 

 

On Tue, Jan 17, 2017 at 3:11 AM, Thilina Pathirana <thilina@kln.ac.lk> wrote: 

Dear Bamm, 

 

I was tuning Security Onion to display IPv6 traffic as a part of my masters thesis and then 
noticed the barnyard2 is getting a error from Sguil as ignoring Ipv6. So as of my searches got 
to know that you have listed ipv6 support on to do list. So Im writing to get any info on the 
status and also if I am to enable ipv6 on sguil is it possible? 

 

Thanks 

Thilina 

 

--  

Thilina Pathirana | Assistant Network Manager 

University of Kelaniya - Sri Lanka. 
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T. +94112903424 | F. +94112910163 | M. +94716246331 

Program Committee Chairman | EXCO ISOC-LK 

Vice Leader CDU-SLSM 

www.google.com/+ThilinaPathirana 

www.facebook.com/t.d.k.pathirana 

lk.linkedin.com/in/thilinapathirana/ 

skype:  tdkp123 

 

- – - – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - -- 

“Save a Tree” – Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

 

 

 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

University of Kelaniya Sri Lanka, accepts no liability for the content of this email, or for the 
consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that 
information is subsequently confirmed in writing. If you are not the intended recipient, this 
email and/or any information it contains should not be copied, disclosed, retained or used by 
you or any other party and the email and all its contents should be promptly deleted fully from 
our system and the sender informed.  

 

E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 
intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete.  

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

 

 

 

--  

sguil - The Analyst Console for NSM 

http://www.sguil.net 

 

--  

Thilina Pathirana | Assistant Network Manager 
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University of Kelaniya - Sri Lanka. 

T. +94112903424 | F. +94112910163 | M. +94716246331 

Program Committee Chairman | EXCO ISOC-LK 

Vice Leader CDU-SLSM 

www.google.com/+ThilinaPathirana 

www.facebook.com/t.d.k.pathirana 

lk.linkedin.com/in/thilinapathirana/ 

skype:  tdkp123 

- – - – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - – – - -- 

“Save a Tree” – Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

University of Kelaniya Sri Lanka, accepts no liability for the content of this email, or for the 
consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that 
information is subsequently confirmed in writing. If you are not the intended recipient, this 
email and/or any information it contains should not be copied, disclosed, retained or used by 
you or any other party and the email and all its contents should be promptly deleted fully from 
our system and the sender informed.  

 

E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 
intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete.  

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

--  

sguil - The Analyst Console for NSM 

http://www.sguil.net 
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Annexure C – Elasticsearch Configuration 
 

Elasticsearch full configuration which is saved under /etc/elasticsearch/elasticsearch.yml. This 
configuration includes lot of commented lines which describes the default values that are in 
use. When fine tuning these values have to be changed. 

 

# =================== Elasticsearch Configuration ====================== 

# 

# NOTE: Elasticsearch comes with reasonable defaults for most settings. 

#       Before you set out to tweak and tune the configuration, make sure you 

#       understand what are you trying to accomplish and the consequences. 

# 

# The primary way of configuring a node is via this file. This template lists 

# the most important settings you may want to configure for a production cluster. 

# 

# Please consult the documentation for further information on configuration options: 

# https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/index.html 

# 

# ---------------------------------- Cluster ----------------------------------- 

# 

# Use a descriptive name for your cluster: 

# 

#cluster.name: my-application 

# 

# ------------------------------------ Node ------------------------------------ 

# 

# Use a descriptive name for the node: 

# 

#node.name: node-1 

# 

# Add custom attributes to the node: 

# 

#node.attr.rack: r1 

# 
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# ----------------------------------- Paths ------------------------------------ 

# 

# Path to directory where to store the data (separate multiple locations by comma): 

# 

#path.data: /path/to/data 

# 

# Path to log files: 

# 

#path.logs: /path/to/logs 

# 

# ----------------------------------- Memory ----------------------------------- 

# 

# Lock the memory on startup: 

# 

#bootstrap.memory_lock: true 

# 

# Make sure that the heap size is set to about half the memory available 

# on the system and that the owner of the process is allowed to use this 

# limit. 

# 

# Elasticsearch performs poorly when the system is swapping the memory. 

# 

# ---------------------------------- Network ----------------------------------- 

# 

# Set the bind address to a specific IP (IPv4 or IPv6): 

# 

#network.host: 192.168.0.1 

 network.host: localhost 

# Set a custom port for HTTP: 

# 

#http.port: 9200 

# 

# For more information, consult the network module documentation. 
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# 

# --------------------------------- Discovery ---------------------------------- 

# 

# Pass an initial list of hosts to perform discovery when new node is started: 

# The default list of hosts is ["127.0.0.1", "[::1]"] 

# 

#discovery.zen.ping.unicast.hosts: ["host1", "host2"] 

# 

# Prevent the "split brain" by configuring the majority of nodes (total number of master-
eligible nodes / 2 + 1): 

# 

#discovery.zen.minimum_master_nodes: 3 

# 

# For more information, consult the zen discovery module documentation. 

# 

# ---------------------------------- Gateway ----------------------------------- 

# 

# Block initial recovery after a full cluster restart until N nodes are started: 

# 

#gateway.recover_after_nodes: 3 

# 

# For more information, consult the gateway module documentation. 

# 

# ---------------------------------- Various ----------------------------------- 

# 

# Require explicit names when deleting indices: 

# 

#action.destructive_requires_name: true  
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Annexure D – Filebeat Configuration 
 

Filebeat full configuration includes what are the types of input data and the location of input 
data. Also it specifies the output. Here the default output elasticsearch is commented and 
Logstash is enabled. This was done because the input data have to be filtered with Logstash 
before entering ElasticSearch. 

   

###################### Filebeat Configuration ######################### 

#============== Filebeat prospectors ======================== 

filebeat.prospectors: 

- input_type: log 

  paths: 

    - /var/log/barnyard2logs.csv 

#==================== Outputs ============================= 

#-------------------------- Elasticsearch output ------------------------------ 

#output.elasticsearch: 

# hosts: ["localhost:9200"] 

  # Optional protocol and basic auth credentials. 

  #protocol: "https" 

  #username: "elastic" 

  #password: "changeme" 

#----------------------------- Logstash output -------------------------------- 

output.logstash: 

  # The Logstash hosts 

  hosts: ["localhost:5044"] 

  bulk_max_size: 4096 

   

 

 


